
Computing Hodge-theoreti invariants of singularitiesMathias Shulze (mshulze�mathematik.uni-kl.de)Fahbereih Mathematik, Universit�at Kaiserslautern, B.R.D.Joseph Steenbrink (steenbri�si.kun.nl)Mathematial institute, University of Nijmegen, The NetherlandsAbstrat. We desribe the V -�ltration on the Brieskorn lattie of an isolatedhypersurfae singularity. We give an overview of invariants whih an be extratedfrom it and desribe an algorithm to ompute it.1. IntrodutionLet Y = V (F ) � IP n+1 be a smooth hypersurfae of degree d. By theexat sequene0! Hn+1(IP n+1 n Y;Cj )! Hn(Y;Cj )! Hn+2(IP n+1; Cj )! 0the primitive ohomology of Y in degree n is identi�ed with the o-homology of its omplement in projetive spae. On the other handthis group an be desribed as the spae of rational di�erential n +1-forms on IP n+1 with poles only along Y modulo exat forms, byGrothendiek's algebrai de Rham theorem [5℄. Aording to GriÆths[4℄, this spae is �ltered by the order of pole of representatives alongX and the resulting �ltration on Hn(Y;Cj ) is its Hodge �ltration.Varying the equation of Y we obtain a holomorphi vetor bundleHn on the spae U of nonsingular hypersurfaes, together with a holo-morphially varying �ltration fFpg by the Hodge bundles. The bundleHn is equipped with the Gauss-Manin onnetionr : Hn ! 
1U 
Hnwhih is integrable and satis�es the GriÆths transversality onditionr(Fp) � 
1U 
Fp�1:Now onsider a hypersurfae Y0 whih may be singular. We put it intoa family f : Y ! S where S is the unit dis in the omplex plane,and Y0 = f�1(0). We assume that 0 is the only ritial value of f .Then the ohomology groups of the �bers of f form a loal systemover the puntured dis, and we have a monodromy transformationwhih is quasi-unipotent by the monodromy theorem. By passing to arami�ed overing of the dis we may assume that the monodromy of 2000 Kluwer Aademi Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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2the family is in fat unipotent. Let u1; : : : ; um be a basis for the groupof multivalued horizontal setions of Rnf�ZZY (modulo torsion). WriteN = log T , and let ~ui = exp(�2�iN)ui. Then ~u1; : : : ; ~um is a basis ofsetions for Hn over S n f0g and we an extend Hn to a vetorbundleover the whole of S by taking these setions as a frame.For a omplex vetor spae V of �nite dimension equipped witha nilpotent endomorphism N and a given integer n one de�nes theweight �ltration of N entered at n as the unique inreasing �ltrationfWkV g of V with the properties that N(Wk) � Wk�2 for eah k andthe indued maps Nk : GrWn+kV ! GrWn�kV are isomorphisms for allk > 0.The results of W. Shmid [14℄ imply that1. The Hodge bundles extend to holomorphi subbundles ~Fp of ~Hn;2. the onnetion extends to a logarithmi onnetionr : ~Hn ! 
1S(log 0)
 ~Hnwhose residue at 0 is nilpotent (and an be identi�ed with N);3. the vetor spae ~Hn(0) with its Hodge �ltration f ~Fp(0)g , its inte-gral lattie given by the values at 0 of the setions ~u1; : : : ; ~um andthe �ltration W (N;n) is a mixed Hodge struture, polarized by Nin a suitable sense;4. the semisimple part Ts of the monodromy (before we had passedto a �nite overing) ats as an automorphism of this mixed Hodgestruture.The latter mixed Hodge struture is alled the limit mixed Hodge stru-ture of the family.Suppose that we have an isolated hypersurfae singularityf : (Cj n+1; 0)! (Cj ; 0):The oordinates on Cj n+1 are denoted as (z0; : : : ; zn) and t is the oor-dinate on the target Cj . As f is �nitely determined, we may representit by a polynomial of arbitrarily high degree d. By results of Brieskorn[2℄ and Sherk [13℄ we may assume that f has moreover the followingproperties:1. Let F (Z0; : : : ; Zn+1) = Zdn+1f(Z0=Zn+1; : : : ; Zn=Zn+1) be the usualhomogenization of f . Then the hypersurfae Y0 = V (F ) in IP n+1has a unique singular point at x = [0; : : : ; 0; 1℄.
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INVARIANTS OF SINGULARITIES 32. Let Yt = V (F � tZdn+1), and let Xt be the intersetion of Yt with asuÆiently small ball around x, i.e. a Milnor �bre of f at x. Thenthe restrition map Hn(Yt; Cj )! Hn(Xt; Cj ) is surjetive.One may onsider this restrition map \in the limit", i.e. with thelimit mixed Hodge struture of the family as its soure. Then underthe given onditions, this identi�es the ohomology of the Milnor �bre,now denoted by Hn(X1; Cj ), with the quotient of the limit mixedHodge struture, whih we denote by Hn(Y1; Cj )0, by the part whih isinvariant under the monodromy. This equips Hn(X1; Cj ) with a mixedHodge struture, suh that its weight �ltration is W (N;n) on the parton whih T ats with eigenvalues di�erent from 1 and is W (N;n+ 1)on the unipotent part.Let us explain this in some more detail. One has the exat speial-ization sequene0! Hn(Y0)! Hn(Yt)! Hn(Xt)! 0where the �rst map is the omposition of the isomorphism Hn(Y0) 'Hn(Y) (valid beause the inlusion of Y0 into Y is a homotopy equiva-lene) with the restrition mapHn(Y)! Hn(Yt). By the loal invariantyle theorem the image of Hn(Y0)! Hn(Yt) is equal to the part �xedby the monodromy.It is this mixed Hodge struture on Hn(Xt) with its ation of Tswhih ontains a wealth of invariants of the singularity. It has �rstbeen introdued by the seond author in [17℄.The disrete invariants of the mixed Hodge strutures are odedinto the spetrum (more strongly: the spetral pairs). The omputa-tion of this spetrum was possible in many ases where one disposedof an embedded resolution of the singularity. A �rst desription of amixed Hodge struture without referene to a resolution was given byVarhenko [19℄. This desription was translated into the language ofD-modules by Sherk and the seond author [13℄ and was the start-ing point of M. Saito's theory of mixed Hodge modules [10, 11℄. Inthis paper we desribe a genuine algorithm for the omputation ofthe spetrum and the spetral pairs, based on the approah via D-modules. The algorithm an also be used to alulate invariants whihare losely related to the spetrum, suh as the geometri genus [9℄ andthe irregularity [18℄. It has been implemented by the �rst author inSINGULAR.Hertling has reently formulated an intriguing onjeture onern-ing the variane of the spetrum, see his paper [6℄ in this volume. Ithas been veri�ed by Dima [3℄ for weighted homogeneous polynomials,and by M. Saito (unpublished) for irreduible plane urve singularities.
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4There exists also a spetrum for polynomials, as ontrasted to germs.The ontribution of Dima to this volume [3℄ gives interesting analoguesbetween the loal and global ases.2. The Brieskorn lattie and its V -�ltrationWe onsider an isolated hypersurfae singularity f : (Cj n+1; 0)! (Cj ; 0).We abbreviateO := OCj ;0; D := DCj ;0 = OCj ;0[�t℄; 
p := 
pCj n+1;0:Sine f is an isolated singularity, the Milnor module
f := 
n+1=df ^ 
nhas �nite Cj -dimension equal to the Milnor number� := �f := dimCj 
f :2.1. The Gauss-Manin systemBy [12℄, the Brieskorn lattiesH0 := H0f := df ^ 
n=df ^ d
n�1;H00 := H00f := 
n+1=df ^ d
n�1are free O-modules of rank � and H0 � H00. Note that 
f = H00=H0.We have an operator �t : H0 ! H00 whih is de�ned as follows. Forx 2 H0 hoose � 2 
n suh that df ^ � represents x, and de�ne �t(x)to be the lass of d� in H00. Then �t(gx) = g0x+ g�t(x) for g 2 O so �tis a di�erential operator of degree one.The modules H0 and H00 are latties in the so-alled Gauss-Maninsystem of f . This is a D-module whih is de�ned in the following way.By [13, p. 645℄, the omplex 
[D℄ with di�erential d de�ned byd(!Di) := d!Di � df ^ !Di+1is a omplex of D-modules with D-ation�t!Di := !Di+1;t!Di := f!Di � i!Di�1:The D-moduleH := Hf := Hn+1(
[D℄;d) = 
n+1[D℄=d
n[D℄:
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INVARIANTS OF SINGULARITIES 5is alled the Gauss-Manin system of f .2.2. MonodromyLet k : Cj ! Cj be given by k(s) = exp(s). We have the inlusionO ,! (k�OCj )0 =: A, and the D-ation on O extends to a D-ation onA by �tg := exp(�s)�sg; tg := exp(s)gand indues an ation of D on the spae of mirofuntionsM := A=O:We have an automorphism M of A given by Mg := g(s � 2�i) andwhih is alled the monodromy operator. It is the identity on O andhene indues an automorphism of M.For any D-module E we have its solution spae E(E) := HomD(E ;A)and its mirosolution spae F (E) := HomD(E ;M). These arry alsomonodromy operators.The analyti monodromy operator Mf on E(Hf ) is alled the mon-odromy operator of f . One has a natural identi�ation of E(Hf ) withHn(X1; C ) suh that Mf orresponds to the monodromy T from theintrodution, so by the monodromy theorem, the eigenvalues of Mf areroots of unity and the Jordan bloks of Mf have size at most n+ 1.2.3. RegularityA �nitely generated D-module E is alled regular if there exists a freeO-submodule F of E of �nite rank whih generates E as a D-module(i.e. an O-lattie in E) and whih is stable under the operator t�t. Thisis the ase if there exists a free �nite rank O-submodule F0 of E whihgenerates E as a D-module and suh that the sequene F0 � F1 � � � �de�ned by Fk := Fk�1 + t�tFk�1 beomes stationary after a �nitenumber of steps. The O-module Fk for k suÆiently large is then alledthe saturation of F0.By [2℄, the module H is regular. Moreover the operator �t is invert-ible on H by [13, 3.5℄. By the lassi�ation of regular D-modules (f.[1℄) this impliesPROPOSITION 2.1. There is an isomorphism of D-modulesH �= sMj=1D=D(t�t � aj)rj ;where �1 < aj � 0 and �exp(�2�iaj)�1�j�s are the eigenvalues and(rj)1�j�s the orresponding Jordan blok sizes of the monodromy oper-ator Mf .
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6Note that aj 2 Qj and rj � n + 1 for 1 � j � s by the monodromytheorem.2.4. V -filtrationFor a regularD-module E with quasi-unipotent monodromy there existsa unique olletion (V aE)a2Qj of latties in E suh that1. V aE � V bE if a > b;2. eah V aE is stable by t�t;3. the indued ation of t�t � a on GrVa E := V aE=Sb>a V bE is nilpo-tent.We use the notation V >aE = Sb>a V bE . If Cb := Sr>0 ker(t�t � b)r,then V aE =Xb�aOCb and V aE = Ca � V >aE :In this way we get a V -�ltration on H, whih indues one on H0 and H00by intersetion. Note that �tkV aH = V a�kH for all k 2 ZZ and tV aH �V a+1H. The indued V-�ltration on the subquotient H00=�t�1H00 = 
fof H is given by V a
f = �V aH \H00 +H0�ÆH0;V >a
f = �V >aH \H00 +H0�ÆH0:2.5. The Hodge filtrationFollowing [8, p. 160℄, we give the following de�nition. For k � 0, letFk
n+1[D℄ := kMi=0 
n+1Diand FkH be the image of Fk
n+1[D℄ under the anonial map
n+1[D℄! 
n+1[D℄=d
n[D℄ = H:Moreover we put FkH = 0 for k < 0. This de�nes a �ltration F onH alled the Hodge �ltration. It is a good �ltration in the sense thatit turns H into a graded D-module. Here D arries the �ltration, alsodenoted by F , by the order of the di�erential operators:FkD = f kXi=0 gi(t)�tig:
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INVARIANTS OF SINGULARITIES 7The assoiated graded ring GrFD is isomorphi to O[�℄ where � is thesymbol of �t.We summarize properties of the Hodge �ltration in thePROPOSITION 2.2.1. FkH = �tkF0H for k � 0. [13, 3.4℄2. H0 = �t�1F0H � F0H = H00 [8, p. 160-161℄The indued Hodge �ltration on the subquotient GraVH = Ca of H isgiven by FkCa = �FkH \ V aH+ V >aH�=V >aH:2.6. Singularity spetrumThe singularity spetrum is de�ned in terms of the V-�ltration on 
fas follows: for b 2 Qj let d(b) := dimCj GrbV 
f . We putSp(f) := Xb2Qj d(b)(b) 2 ZZ[Qj ℄where the latter is the integral group ring of the additive group of therational numbers. It is alled the singularity spetrum of f .By [13, 7.3 (i)℄, we have thePROPOSITION 2.3.1. d(b) 6= 0 implies that �1 < b < n.2. d(n� 1� b) = d(b)Proposition 2.3 leads to a desription of the singularity spetrum interms of the Hodge �ltration on Ca.COROLLARY 2.4. For �1 < a � 0 and b = a + k, �tk indues anisomorphism GrbV 
f ' GrFk Ca:Proof. For k � 0, we haveGrFk Ca = �V aH \ FkH+ V >aH�Æ�V aH \ Fk�1H+ V >aH�= �V aH \ FkH�Æ�V aH \ Fk�1H+ V >aH \ FkH�= �tk�V bH \ F0H�Æ�tk�V bH \ �t�1F0H+ V >bH \ F0H�
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8by Proposition 2.2 andGrbV 
f = �F0H \ V bH+ �t�1F0H�Æ�F0H \ V >bH+ �t�1F0H�= �V bH \ F0H�Æ�V bH \ �t�1F0H+ V >bH \ F0H�:For k < 0, we have GrFk Ca = 0 by de�nition and GrbV 
f = 0 byproposition 2.3.Remark. In [13℄, the spae GrFk Ca is identi�ed with the eigenspaeof the semisimple monodromy for the eigenvalue exp(�2�ia) inside thep-th graded part for the Hodge �ltration on the ohomology of theMilnor �bre of f .The following orollary will be the key to ompute the singularityspetrum.COROLLARY 2.5. V >�1H � H00 � V n�1HProof. Sine d(b) = 0 for b � n, we have V nH � �t�1H00 and heneV n�1H = �tV nH � H00:Sine d(b) = 0 for b � �1, we also have H00 � V >�1H.2.7. MiroloalizationWe de�ne Cj ffsgg := nXi�0 aisi 2 Cj [[s℄℄���Xi�0 aii! ti 2 Cj ftgo:Then Cj ff�t�1gg is the ring of mirodi�erential operators with onstantoeÆients. By [13, Lem. 8.3℄, we have theLEMMA 2.6. For a 6= �1;�2; : : :, �[(t�t � a)j ℄�0�j<r is a basis ofD=D(t�t � a)r as a Cj ff�t�1gg[�t℄-module.Aording to [7, Prop. 2.5℄ we havePROPOSITION 2.7. H00 is a free Cj ff�t�1gg-module of rank � andH = H00 
Cj ff�t�1gg Cj ff�t�1gg[�t℄:From now on we abbreviate s := �t�1. Note that H0 = �t�1H00 = sH00so 
f = H00=sH00. Moreover, the operator s�2t satis�es[s�2t; s℄ = �t2t�t�1 � �tt = 1
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INVARIANTS OF SINGULARITIES 9so H beomes a Cj ffsgg[�s℄-module if �s ats as s�2t = �t2t. Note thats�s = s�1t = �tthene we see that the saturation sequene of H00 as an O-module oin-ides with the saturation sequene of H00 as a Cj ffsgg-module! However,the latter is muh easier to ompute, for the following reason.By a result of Brian�on, fn+1
n+1 � df ^
n, and this exponent issometimes really the minimal one. This implies that in general�tH00 � t�n�1H00i.e. �t has a pole of order at most n+1 on H00. However, if we onsiderthe miroloal struture onH00, then we observe that �sH00 = s�2tH00 �s�2H00, so �s has at most a pole of order two on H00!3. AlgorithmsFor g =Pi2ZZ gisi 2 Cj ffsgg[s�1℄ and integers n1; n2 we putjetn2n1(g) = n2Xi=n1 gisiwhere s = �t�1. We abbreviatejetn1 := jet1n1 ; jetn2 := jetn2�1:3.1. Operator tIn this subsetion, we explain how to ompute the operator t in aCj ff�t�1gg-basis of H00.Let m = (m1; : : : ;m�)t represent a setion v 2 HomCj (
f ;H00) of� : H00 ! 
f . It indues an isomorphism Cj ffsgg� �= H00 by Nakayama'slemma. We onsider m as a Cj ffsgg-basis of H00 and a Cj ffsgg[s�1℄-basisof H. We de�ne the matrixA = Xk�0Aksk 2 Mat��;Cj ffsgg�of the operator t with respet to m bytm =: Am:Sine [t; s℄ = s2, we havetg = gt+ s2�s(g)
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10for g =P1k=0 gksk 2 Cj ffsgg[s�1℄. Hene, for g 2 Cj ffsgg[s�1℄�, we havetgm = gtm+ s2�s(g)m= �gA+ s2�s(g)�mand A+ s2�s : Cj ffsgg[s�1℄� ! Cj ffsgg[s�1℄�is the basis representation of t with respet to m.If U 2 GL��;Cj ffsgg[s�1℄� is a hange of basis for the module H00and A0 2 Mat��;Cj ffsgg� the matrix of the operator t with respet tom0 := Um then Am0 = tm0= tUm= Utm+ s2�sUm= UAm+ s2�sUm= �UA+ s2�s(U)�U�1m0and hene A0 = �UA+ s2�s(U)�U�1:Sine f is an isolated singularity, we may assume deg f < 1 bythe �nite determinay theorem and replae Cj fzg by Cj [z℄(z) for theomputation. By de�nition, we have
f = 
n+1=df ^ 
nand df ^
n = J(f)
n+1 where J(f) is the Jaobian ideal of f . Hene,one an ompute a monomial Cj ffsgg-basis m of H00 using standardbasis methods.In the following Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, we show how toompute basis representations with respet to m.LEMMA 3.1. For ! 2 
n+1 with [!℄ 2 sH00, one an ompute !0 2
n+1 suh that [!℄ = s[!0℄.Proof. We haveH00=sH00 = 
n+1=df ^ 
n = 
n+1=J(f)
n+1:Sine [!℄ 2 sH00, we have ! 2 J(f)
n+1 and one an ompute !00 2 
nsuh that ! = df ^ !00using standard basis methods. Then we have[!℄ = [df ^ !0℄ = s[d!00℄ = s[!0℄where !0 := d!00 2 
n+1.
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INVARIANTS OF SINGULARITIES 11PROPOSITION 3.2. For a Cj ffsgg-basis m of H00, one an omputebasis representations with respet to m up to arbitrarily high order.Proof. Let h 2 H00 and K � 0. By indution, one an omputevk 2 Cj �, 0 � k < K, and hK 2 H00 suh thath� K�1Xk=0 vkskm = sKhK :Sine m represents a monomial Cj -basis ofH00=sH00 = 
n+1=df ^
n = 
n+1=(�zf)
n+1;one an ompute vK 2 Cj � suh thathK � vKm 2 sH00using standard basis methods. By Lemma 3.1, one an ompute hK+1 2H00 suh that hK � vKm = shK+1:Then h� KXk=0 vkskm = sK+1hK+1and v = PKk=0 vksk is the basis representation of h with respet to mup to order K.By the proof of Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, one an ompute thematrix A of the operator t with respet m up to order K using theALGORITHM 1.pro tmat(f;m;K) �w := fm;A := 0;k := �1;while k < K doC(m mod df ^ 
n) := w mod df ^ 
n;k := k + 1;A := A+ Csk;if k < K then w := d�(w � Cm)=df�;�od;A.
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123.2. Monodromy operatorIn this subsetion, we give an algorithm to ompute the eigenvalues ofthe monodromy operator Mf .Let L � H be a Cj ftg-lattie. ThenL0 := L;Lk+1 := Lk + �ttLk = Lk + s�sLkde�nes an inreasing sequene of Cj ftg-lattiesL0 � L1 � L2 � � � � :Note that Lk = kXj=0(�tt)jL:If L is a Cj ffsgg-lattie then also Lk is a Cj ffsgg-lattie. Sine H isregular, the saturation L1 :=Xj�0(�tt)jLof L is a Cj ftg-lattie. Hene, L1 = Lkfor some k � 0. If L = L1 or equivalently�ttL � Lthen L is alled saturated. Note that L1 is saturated. If L is saturatedthen �tt indues an endomorphism�tt 2 EndC (L=tL):If L is saturated and a Cj ffsgg-lattie thentL � �t�1L = sLand hene tL = sL. Note that this holds for H1.The following well known fat [15℄ will allow us to ompute theeigenvalues of monodromy.PROPOSITION 3.3. If L � H is a saturated Cj ftg-lattie and�tt 2 EndC (L=tL)the endomorphism indued by �tt on L=tL then the spetrum of themap exp�2�i�tt� is the spetrum of the monodromy operator Mf .
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INVARIANTS OF SINGULARITIES 13For the omputation, we replae Cj ffsgg by Cj [s℄(s) and use standardbasis methods. First, we ompute a monomial Cj -basis m of 
f . Thematrix A of t with respet to m given bytm = Am:We replae H00, �t�1, and t by the basis representations H := Cj [s℄�(s),s, and A+ s2�s with respet to m. SineH � Hk � s�kH;the latties Hk are given byÆ0H := H0 = H;Æk+1H := ��s�1Ajetk + s�s�ÆkH�jet�1 ;Hk+1 = Hk + Æk+1H:We ompute sets of generators of the latties Hk and hek if Hk =Hk+1 until Hk = H1. Then we ompute a basis m0 of H1. The matrixof t with respet to m0 is given by�A+ s2�s�m0 = A0m0:We de�neÆ(m0) := max�ord�(m0i1)j1)�� ord�(m0i2)j2���(m0i1)j1 6= 0 6= (m0i2)j2	and the matries jetkA0 by�Ajetk+Æ(m0) + s2�s�m0 =: �jetkA0�m0:Note that Æ(m0) � k if H1 = Hk. The matrix of Ajetk+Æ(m0)m0 withrespet to m0 has order at least k and hene(A0)jetk = �jetkA0�jetk :Finally, we omputes�1A0 + s�s = �jet1A0�1 2 EndC �Cj [s℄�(s)=sCj [s℄�(s)�:One an ompute the eigenvalues of monodromy using theALGORITHM 2.pro monospe(f) �m := basis(
f );w := fm;
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14A := 0;H 0 := 0;H := Cj [s℄�(s);ÆH := H;k := �1;K := 0;while k < K _ H 0 6= H doC(m mod df ^ 
n) := w mod df ^ 
n;k := k + 1;A := A+ Csk;if H 0 6= H then H 0 := H;ÆH := ��s�1A+ s�s�ÆH�jet�1 ;H := H + ÆH;if H = H 0 then m0 := basis(H 0);K := delta(m0) + 1;��if k < K _ H 0 6= H then w := d�(w � Cm)=df� �od;A0m0 := �A+ s2�s�m;spetrum(A01).3.3. V-filtrationIn this subsetion, we give an algorithm to ompute the V-�ltration on
f . Sine V >�1H � H00 � V n�1H;we have V >0H � �t�1H00 � V nH;V >�1H � H001 � V n�1H:We hoose N � 0 suh that�t�NH001 � V nH:It suÆes to hoose N � n+ 1. ThenH001Æ�t�NH001 = Ma<n�Ca \H001�� �V nHÆ�t�NH001�
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INVARIANTS OF SINGULARITIES 15and we obtain indued endomorphisms �tt; t�t 2 EndCj �H001Æ�t�NH001�with ker��tt� (a+ 1)�n+1 = ker�t�t � a�n+1 = Ca \H001for a < n andker��tt� (a+ 1)�n+1 = ker�t�t � a�n+1 � V nHÆ�t�NH001for a � n. We hoose N � k1 + 1 wherek1 := minfk � 0 j H00k = H001g:Then �tt preserves the outer terms of the ag�t�NH001 � �t�1H00 � H00 � H001and, sine �t�1H00Æ�t�NH001 � V nHÆ�t�NH001;the V-�ltration Vt�t = V �+1�tt de�ned by t�t on H001Æ�t�NH001 induesthe V-�ltration on the subquotient H00=�t�1H00 = 
f .For the omputation, we replae Cj ffsgg by Cj [s℄(s) and use standardbasis methods. As in subsetion 3.2, we ompute the matrix jetNA0suh thats�1A0 + s�s = s�1jetNA0 + s�s 2 EndC �Cj [s℄�(s)=sNCj [s℄�(s)�:Then we ompute the V-�ltration V �+1s�1A0+s�s , a basis of the lattieH 0 � Cj [s℄�(s) de�ned by H 0m0 := H;and the indued V-�ltration on the subquotient H 0=sH 0.One an ompute the V-�ltration on 
f using theALGORITHM 3.pro v�lt(f) �m := basis(
f );w := fm;A := 0;H 0 := 0;H := Cj [s℄�(s);ÆH := H;
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16k := �1;K := 0;while k < K _ H 0 6= H doC(m mod df ^ 
n) := w mod df ^ 
n;k := k + 1;A := A+ Csk;if H 0 6= H then H 0 := H;ÆH := ��s�1A+ s�s�ÆH�jet�1 ;H := H + ÆH;if H = H 0 then m0 := basis(H 0);K := delta(m0) + maxfk; ng+ 1;��if k < K _ H 0 6= H then w := d�(w � Cm)=df� �od;A0m0 := �A+ s2�s�m;H 0m0 := Cj [s℄�(s);V �+1s�1A0+s�s(H 0=sH 0). Referenes1. Brian�on, J. and Ph. Maisonobe, (1984) Id�eaux de germes d'op�erateursdi��erentiels �a une variable, l'Enseign. Math. 30 (1984) 7{38.2. Brieskorn, E., Die Monodromie der isolierten Singularit�aten von Hy-per�ahen, Manusr. math. 2 (1970) 103{161.3. Dima, A., Monodromy and Hodge theory of regular funtions, this volume4. GriÆths, Ph. A., On the periods of ertain rational integrals I,II, Annals ofMath. 90 (1969) 460{541.5. Grothendiek, A., On the de Rham ohomology of algebrai varieties,Publ. Math. IHES 29 (1966) 95{103.6. Hertling, C., Frobenius manifolds and variane of the spetral numbers, thisvolume7. Pham, F.,Caustiques, phase stationnaire et mirofontions, AtaMath. Vietn. 2 (1977) 35{101.8. Pham, F., Singularit�es des syst�emes de Gauss-Manin, Birkh�auser Progressin Math. Vol. 2 (1979)9. Saito, M., On the exponents and the geometri genus of an isolated hy-persurfae singularity. In: Singularities, Part 2 (Arata Calif.,1981) pp.465{472, Pro. Sympos. Pure Math. 40 (1983) AMS, Providene.10. Saito, M., Modules de Hodge polarisables, Publ. Res. Inst. Math. Si. 24(1989) 849{995.11. Saito, M., Mixed Hodge modules, Publ. Res. Inst. Math. Si. 26 (1990)221{333.
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